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Outline 

What is the challenge your students 

will tackle? 

Why is this meaningful to the 

students - what’s the hook? 

What are the key ideas that the 

students will remember? 

Learning Objectives 

What curriculum content will be addressed? 

 

 

 

 

 
By the end of this activity students will be able to: 

How are four key 21st Century Skills addressed? 

Creativity 

 

 

 

Communication 

 

 

 

Collaboration 

 

 

 

Critical Thinking 

 

Reflection 

How will you know that they are learning?  In what ways will students reflect on progress? 

 

Topic/Theme:             

Class/Year Group:            

Subject(s):             
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	TopicTheme: Climate Change and The Arctic 
	ClassYear Group: Post-Primary School (ages 12 - 19)
	Subjects: Geography 
	What is the challenge your students will tackle: Students will need to research the topic and create resources to teach it to others. In this way, the students will learn about the climate, natural resources, indigenous people and the effect of the climate change.
	Why is this meaningful to the students whats the hook: Learning through teaching provides students with a sense of responsibility and ownership. They must become knowledgeable about a topic and then choose an appropriate way of developing materials and teaching and others.
	What are the key ideas that the students will remember: Students will remember the content for which they have created resources, as well as an understanding of different approaches to teaching and learning. Additionally, the process of identification of the pertinent information for the purposes of teaching, is a very useful skill.
	What curriculum content will be addressed By the end of this activity students will be able to: Climate ChangeLiving environmentsEnvironmental issuesSustainability
	Creativity: Teams need to be creative in their planning of a lesson and the development of suitable resources.
	Communication: Communication is a fundamental aspect of this activity, as it will culminate in the teaching of another group, using the resources that have been developed.
	Students will be able to: - Reduce a topic to its most pertinent points.- Describe the climate of the Arctic and how it is affected by climate change.- Have knowledge about the indigenous people of the Arctic.- Have knowledge about natural resources of the region, and how they are used.
	Collaboration: Team work is essential for successful completion of the tasks
	Critical Thinking: Teams will need to reflect on different teaching and learning approaches and develop resources that they feel will be most suitable.
	How will you know that they are learning: Classroom observation Observation of the presentations:- can they present with little scaffolding?- can they answer questions from the other teams?Their answers in the reflections
	In what ways will students reflect on progress?: During the activity, there will be three check points in which the teams must ensure that they are progressing as planned.Individual and team reflections.
	Text6: Set up: Icebreakers and team formation
	undefined: 5 mins
	Text1: Warm up:Brainstorming about what we already know about the subject of the Arctic. 
	Text2: Investigate:Introduce the challenge - Each group is going to plan a lesson about the Arctic, with a focus one of the following topics: climate, natural resources, indigenous people, the effect of the climate change. Teams research their assigned topic. 
	Text3: Investigate:Teams brainstorm research different methods of teaching, learning and assessment. 
	Text4: Plan:Teams decide what content is most important as well as how to present and assess their lesson.Team roles are decided, based on the work to be done.
	Text5: Create:Teams develop their lessons and create the resources they will need - presentations, worksheets, Kahoots etc.
	Text7: Present:Each team gives a 10 minute lesson for the rest of the class, culminating in some form of assessment.
	Text8: Reflect:The teams checks the results, and reflect on them. They also reflect on how they learn the best, i.e. by listening to the other teams or by teaching the rest of the group. 
	Text9: 
	Text10: 10 mins
	Text11: 30 mins
	Text12: 15 mins
	Text13: 20 mins
	Text14: 1 hour 40 mins
	Text15: 1 hour
	Text16: 30 mins
	Text17: 


